The Time to Transform
Your WAN is Now
Aryaka’s 3rd Annual State Of The WAN 2019 Report
In our annual State of the WAN report, global enterprises across industries
shared their networking and application performance challenges,
priorities and plans for 2019 and beyond

The majority of surveyed enterprises operate in
highly distributed and complex IT environments

Half leverage
five or more
providers

Over one-third have
20 or more branches
around the globe

Almost 15% have over
1,000 applications
deployed

As organizations continue to migrate to the cloud, the
biggest challenges with their WAN are unsurprisingly
cost, complexity & performance
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Solving slow application performance and managing vendors are the
top time-sucks for IT organizations
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Slow application performance leading to
poor user experience in branch offices
Slow application performance leading to
poor user experience for remote and
mobile users
Managing telcos or service providers
is a nightmare!

Enterprises can’t agree where their #1 source of application
challenges come from because what they really need is
end-to-end visibility into their network
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As organizations look ahead, the top IT priorities are

Advanced
Security

Cloud
Migration

IT
Automation

Big Data &
Analytics

Yet a traditional WAN and DIY SD-WAN solutions
can’t support these initiatives

Enterprises recognize that they’re at an inflection point:
Transform their WAN to adopt new technologies and meet business
demands or risk falling behind
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of surveyed enterprises are
gathering information about
SD-WAN
of surveyed enterprises are
evaluating vendors or building a
business case to purchase SD-WAN

of surveyed enterprises have already
deployed SD-WAN

other

KEY FINDINGS
Enterprise needs are shifting

WAN Performance is paramount

Innovation drives a better experience

Applications need to be frictionless

Managed SD-WAN is the future
Aryaka is the only fully managed SD-WAN solution that delivers multi-cloud
connectivity, WAN optimization, security and visibility
from the edge to the very last mile

BOOK A DEMO TO START
YOUR WAN TRANSFORMATION!

Aryaka surveyed 795 global IT and network practitioners at companies across all verticals primarily
headquartered in North America (57%), Europe (20%) and Asia excluding China (12%), with up to 1,000
employees (31%), up to 10,000 employees (32%) and over 10,000 employees (24%)

